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Cypress Legacy: The Board Game is an adventurous,
competitive game for 2-6 players, based on the Cypress
Inheritance Saga.
Objective: Use Weapons, Skills, Assets, and Classified
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Mansion with all the required inheritance items and be
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Cypress Legacy: The Board Game

COMPONENTS

Quick Start Guide
Player Manual

2 Dice

13 Inheritance
Tokens

24 Weapon Cards

2 Trusty Ax
2 Sword
2 Electro-Staff
2 Stunner
2 Shock Pistol
2 Flail
2 Mace
2 Bow and Stun Arrow
2 Twin Swords
2 Gauntlet
2 Shield
2 Whip

1 Security Access
Key

6 Cypress Reset
Cards
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Game Board

6 Player Tokens

24 Skill Cards
2 Persuasive
2 Adept
2 Sneaky
2 Courageous
2 Aware
2 Strength
2 Trained
2 Agile
2 Second Wind
2 Scavenger
2 Ambitious
2 Resourceful

12 Classified Prototype Cards
2 Alert Beacon
2 C-45 Protection Shield
2 CE Activation Unit
2 Extended Cloak
2 Prototype Command Device
2 V-23 Immobilizer

158 Event Cards
24 Environment

2 Alarm 1
2 Alarm 2
4 Bad Fall
8 Floor Trap
8 Surveillance Camera

76 Fortunate

1 Art Gallery Transfer
1 Kitchen Transfer
1 Arboretum Transfer
1 Library Transfer
1 Great Room Transfer
1 Ballroom Transfer
1 Lab Transfer
9 Secret Passage to the Vault
12 Adrenaline
16 Clue
24 Hiding Spot
8 Flickering Lights

58 Enemy

8 Broken Knight
8 Spider-Bot
6 Knight in the Shadows
12 Knight on Patrol
4 Knight on Patrol/Inheritance
4 Knight Captain/Inheritance
8 Large Knight
4 Large Knight/Inheritance
4 Vonya/Inheritance

70 Asset Cards
1 Transfer Map
6 EMP
8 A.I. Bug
8 Back-Up Radio
8 Cloak
8 Flash Grenade
8 Scrap Keycard
11 Rope
12 Lock Pick

16 Inheritance
Cards

16 Security
Override Key
Cards
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Cypress Legacy: The Board Game is a
competitive game for 2-6 players, based on
the Cypress Inheritance Saga.
OBJECTIVE

Use Weapons, Skills, Assets, and Classified
Prototypes to be the first player to escape
the Cypress Mansion with all the required
inheritance items and be Lorna’s proven friend.
STORY

The story you are playing within begins
with Lorna Ritten just learning of Alfred
Cypress, the grandfather she has never known.
Lorna has always wanted to find out more
about her biological family, which has always
been a mystery. Her grandfather’s attorney,
Phillip Brandt, tells Lorna of an inheritance,
which includes one of her grandfather’s many
mansions and its contents. Her desire to know
more marks the beginning of a very unique
and potentially dangerous situation. Lorna has
no idea just how important this actually is to
her and will be to others.
As Lorna is studying some of the inheritance
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documents before visiting the mansion,
she realizes there are objects that hold key
information hidden throughout the mansion.
These include maps and other unique items
concerning Alfred’s work, as well as more
about Lorna’s biological family. And even
though she realizes she is being watched and
is possibly even in danger, she still wants to
move forward. With this in mind as you begin
the game, imagine Lorna has called on you as
her true and trusted friend to help secure these
items from the Cypress Mansion and then get
out as quickly as possible.
You will encounter others who are trying
to get this valuable information as well, so
you need to be careful and trust no one. The
mansion itself also has many surprises to
make your mission even more exciting and
dangerous. You will need to use the resources
available and pay attention to everything.
Regardless of what you face, you must
continue to acquire what is needed to help
Lorna in her quest to learn the truth, gain the
assets, and then get out safely.
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BASIC CONCEPTS
The main goal of Cypress Legacy: The
Board Game is to collect the revealed
Inheritances, find and retrieve the Security
Override Key, and then escape the mansion
by reaching the Finish space on the game
board. Use any cards available to you in your
inventory to aid you through the game (A
detailed description of each card available is
on page 14).
The game board is a map of one of Alfred
Cypress’s mansions. Sixteen of the rooms

contain an Inheritance to be collected, with
a green door you can use to pass through
freely in both directions. Some rooms may
have locked entryways that are striped red
and yellow. There are also two Storage Rooms
(detainment rooms) that have locked doors.
If you are detained, you have a few options to
escape (see page 13 for detailed instructions
on how to escape a Storage Room).

THROUGHOUT THE BOARD YOU WILL FIND THESE SYMBOLS :

WEAPON

ASSET

Passing over some of these symbols
will reward you with certain item cards.
Inheritance tokens are placed on the game
board only after the Inheritances are revealed;
Inheritances must be revealed before they can
be collected. Refer to page 8 for instructions
on how to collect an Inheritance.
During the game, you may encounter
combat scenarios against enemy units
or other players. Having a higher attack
score than an opponent will win the battle.
Winning a player vs. player encounter as
the attacker will allow the attacking player
to steal any card except for the Security

INHERITANCE

CLASSIFIED
PROTOTYPE

Override Key card from the defending player.
Refer to pages 10-12 for a detailed guide on
combat.
An additional symbol you will pass over
is the Power Box. You will not collect a card
for this symbol. It comes into play with the
directions on one of the Classified Prototype
cards.

POWER BOX
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SETUP DIAGRAM
Finish
Space

Game Board

Weapon
Card Deck

Start Icon
(6)

Classified
Prototype
Card Deck

Security
Access
Key
Skill Card
(max 1)

Skill Card
Deck

Classified
Prototype
Card
(max 1)

Event Card Deck
& Discard

Weapon
Card
(max 1)
Asset Card
Deck &
Discard

Inheritance
Cards

All cards in the player’s inventory except for
the Security Override Key card, Asset cards,
and Classified Prototype cards are kept face
up. The Security Override Key card, Asset
cards, and Classified Prototype card will
be face down. You may look at your Asset,
Classified Prototype and Security Override
Key cards.
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Asset Cards
(max 2)

Security
Override Key
Card (max 1)

Cypress Reset Card
(max 1)

Other than the Asset card, you may only
have one of each card type in your hand at a
time. You can hold two Asset cards at a time.
In addition, certain Skill cards may allow
players to hold more than one of a card type.
You may organize your inventory in any
form as long as each card type is visible and
separate from one another.
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SETTING UP YOUR GAME

1. LAY OUT GAME BOARD

Unfold the game board and lay it out in the
center of the game area.
2. PLACE PLAYER TOKENS

Each player chooses a player token and
places it on the start icon of their choice on
the game board.

your game also dictates how many
Inheritance cards you need to collect to
win. Your first objective is to retrieve the
Inheritance cards by moving your player
token over the Inheritance location revealed
on each Inheritance card. During the game,
more than one Inheritance card may be
revealed at one time.
4. PLAYER CARDS

Give each player one Cypress Reset card
and one random Weapon card.

START ICON

Multiple players can be on the same
starting point. Place player tokens on the
board before the first Inheritance location is
revealed.
3. SHUFFLE EACH CARD DECK AND SET
UP CARDS

Refer to the setup diagram and place each
deck of cards face down in its proper place.
Note that when the last card is drawn from
any deck except the Inheritance card deck,
immediately shuffle the discard pile for that
deck and turn it over to form a new deck.
Count out the number of Inheritance cards
needed for the number of players in your
game (see chart below) and lay them face
down.
Remove the remaining Inheritance cards
from the game. The number of players in
NUMBER OF
PLAYERS

7

NUMBER OF
INHERITANCE CARDS

CARDS NEEDED
TO WIN

2

13

7

3

7

3

4

8

3

5

7

2

6

9

2

All cards in your inventory, except for the
Security Override Key card, Asset cards, and
Classified Prototype cards, must be kept face
up. Players may organize their inventory
in any form, as long as each card type is
visible and separate from one another. The
Security Override Key card, Asset cards, and
Classified Prototype card will be face down.
Players may look at their Asset, Classified
Prototype and Security Override Key cards.
You may keep two Asset cards in your hand
at a time, but just one of each other card type,
unless otherwise stated by a Skill.
5. REVEAL THE FIRST LOCATION

Turn one Inheritance card face up. The
location presented on the card is the location
of the first Inheritance item. Place an
Inheritance token on the icon in the room
where the first location is revealed.
Determine Turn Order: Each player rolls
the die and the player with the highest roll
plays first. The turn order rotates clockwise.
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PLAYING THE GAME
PLAYER TURN

Each new turn involves these three stages
in this order:
1. EVENT: DRAW AN EVENT CARD

Draw an event card and follow its
instructions to begin your turn, unless you
are detained in a Storage Room or if an
existing card has dictated otherwise. There
are three types of Event cards: Enemy,
Environment, and Fortunate events.
If you draw an Enemy Event card, you
are required to enter combat with the
enemy depicted on the card (see page 10
for instructions). Environment Event cards
are events with pitfalls that may trip you up
throughout the mansion, such as alarms,
floor traps, and surveillance cameras.
Fortunate Event cards will reward you with
a special opportunity, Inheritance clue, or
additional movement spaces.
Some rewards in combat and some
instructions on the Event cards will earn you
various cards.
2. MOVEMENT: MOVE YOUR PLAYER
TOKEN AROUND THE GAME BOARD, AND
DISCARD EXTRA CARDS

Roll the die to determine how many spaces
to move each turn. You can move vertically
and horizontally (but not diagonally) on
the game board, advancing one grid space
for each count rolled on the die. You must
complete the entire movement roll and may
not retrace your steps unless you come to a
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single space-wide dead-end. Remember to
add Movement Bonuses you’ve earned from
winning in combat, or from Skill cards.
You can acquire cards by moving your
token over symbols on the game board. You
do not have to land directly on a symbol
to earn the reward. Passing over the same
symbol twice in one turn does not allow
you to pick up multiple cards. Assets and
Classified Prototypes cannot be used on the
same turn as collected. Discard the Event
card after collecting and discarding down
to the maximum number of each card type
allowed.
3. INHERITANCE: COLLECT, REVEAL

There is one Inheritance symbol in 16 of
the rooms on the game board. When an
Inheritance card is turned face up, a room
is revealed on the card, and the Inheritance
in that room can now be collected. Place an
inheritance token on the grid space indicated
on the revealed Inheritance card.
If you land on or pass over an Inheritance
that has been revealed, you collect the
Inheritance. Remove the token from the
room on the game board and keep the card
for this Inheritance. You then choose a
new Inheritance card to turn face up. After
collecting your first Inheritance (stealing one
from another player does not count), you also
collect a Skill card.
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WINNING THE GAME
To win Cypress Legacy: The Board Game
you must be the first to acquire the number
of Inheritance cards needed to win, collect
your Security Override Key card, navigate
to the spot shown in that particular room,
and then reach the Finish space on the game
board, keeping your required number of
Inheritances intact. To do this, you will:
1. Reach the room shown on an Inheritance
card, move past the Inheritance icon on the
board in that room, and collect that card.

4. Collect your Security Override Key
by reaching the (X) location shown on the
card, and then turn your card face up to
show other players that you have reached
the correct location. If your Inheritance card
was stolen during the time you are moving
to reach your location on the Security
Override Key, you can choose to continue to
the location and collect your Key, or try to
collect enough Inheritance cards before you
continue to the location.

2. Collect the required number of
Inheritance cards needed to win, which is
shown on the chart shown on the game setup
page. You must lay out the Inheritance cards
as you collect them so other players may see
your progress.

5. Once you possess the Security Override
Key and the number of Inheritances required
to win, make your way to the Finish space on
the game board. Like all the other spaces that
contain symbols, players only have to cross
over the Finish space and not necessarily land
on the exact grid space.
3. After you have the required number of
Inheritance cards, you will draw a Security
Override Key card and look at the location
on the card. Make sure you don’t show other
players the secret location of your Security
Override Key.

By achieving these objectives
and winning, you are Lorna’s
proven friend!
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COMBAT

Attack Score - The number you must beat
to defeat the enemy.
Enemy Name
Combat Conditions - An enemy may have specific conditions
that affect how to combat them or add extra instructions to the
outcome of a battle.

ENEMY COMBAT

When you draw an Enemy Event card,
you will enter into combat with the enemy
pictured. Each Enemy Event card also carries
a number value. The objective is to defeat the
enemy presented on the card by achieving a
higher Attack Score than the Attack Score on
the Enemy Event card.
Some Asset cards can be used to aid in
combat against an Enemy Event card. Read
your Asset cards carefully to determine if
they can be effective in combat with each
type of enemy. Asset cards must be used
before rolling the die.
Examine the Enemy Event card for its
Attack Score. Also, pay attention to the
enemy’s combat conditions. Some enemies

negate the effects from Weapons and Assets
and some may have additional consequences
for either winning or losing in combat.
Finally, if the Enemy Event card has an
(Reveal a new Inheritance card if a victory.),
defeating that enemy will allow you to reveal
a new Inheritance card.
To initiate combat with the Enemy Event
card, roll the die. The number rolled will be
the base of your Attack Score for this combat
phase. To boost your Attack Score, add the
Weapon Power of a weapon currently in your
inventory. Only one weapon can be used in
combat at a time. This is also the time to add
the bonus (if any) to your Attack Score. For
example, if you have the skill Adept you can
add +1 if you are fighting against Knights.

Weapon Power
Die roll of 6 plus Weapon
Attack power of 3 gives you
an Attack Score of 9.
Your enemy’s Attack Score
in this example is 5, so you
would win this combat.
Manual
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Compare the enemy’s Attack Score to your
Attack Score. The combatant with the highest
score wins. In the case of this example, you
would win the combat.
Check the combat conditions of the
Enemy Event card for any additional effects.
Winning in enemy combat will also grant you
a movement bonus for this turn.
CALCULATING YOUR MOVEMENT BONUS

Subtract the enemy’s Attack Score from
your Attack Score. The resulting number is
the Movement Bonus. Using the example
shown on the previous page, if your enemy
carries an Attack Score of 5 and you roll a 6,
your Movement Bonus is 4.
Now, roll the die again and add this
number to your Movement Bonus number
from the combat phase. The resulting number
will be the number of grid spaces your player
token will move on the game board.
If your Attack Score was less than or equal
to the Enemy’s Attack Score, then you lose
and your turn ends. Remember to check the
combat conditions on the Enemy Event card
for any additional effects.
PLAYER VS. PLAYER COMBAT

The only time you may initiate player vs.
player combat is either before drawing an
Event card or after moving your token (You
can’t attack two times in the same turn). You
may choose to combat another player to steal
one of their cards (aside from the Security
Override Key card).
The objective of player vs. player combat
is similar to combat against an Enemy Event
card. The goal is to defeat the other player
by having a higher Attack Score than the
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opposing player. Keep in mind that you can’t
attack others unless they are in your direct
line of sight; you can’t attack through walls,
around corners, or
through locked doors.
First, consult the
grid on your Weapon
card to see if your
opponent is within
your attack range
(shown with red dots)
and to check your
weapon’s range.
Players who don’t hold a Weapon card are
considered unarmed. You can still engage
them in combat. The range for an unarmed
player is one adjacent space in all four main
directions, and the space adjacent to your
token or on your space.
Just as in combat against an Enemy Event
card, you may use an Asset card before you
roll the die. Remember, after you roll for
your Attack Score, you may no longer play an
Asset card.
Roll the die to determine the base number
of your Attack Score for this combat phase.
To boost your Attack Score, add the Weapon
Power of a weapon currently in your
inventory. Only one weapon can be used in
combat at a time. This is also the time to add
any additional bonuses to your Attack Score.
Then your opponent will repeat these steps
to calculate their Attack Score. Be sure to
check the opposing player’s Weapon Range
to see if they are able to defend you with a
weapon. If they can’t use a weapon, they will
only be afforded a single roll of the die for
their defense.
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Compare the opponent’s Attack Score
to your Attack Score. The person with the
number that is greater wins the combat. In

the case of this example, the player with the 8
would win the combat.

Your Attack Score

+

2+6=8

Your Opponent’s Attack Score

+

3+1=4

If the attacker:
WINS—Take any one card from your opponent, except for their Security Override Key. Do
not reveal any face down cards.
TIES—Nothing happens, end of turn.
LOSES—End your turn and lose your next turn.
If the defender:
WINS—Keep all your cards.
TIES—Nothing happens.
Note: There are two dice included in the
box so that players may choose to roll against
each other simultaneously in player vs. player
combat. You can all use the same die; two are
included so that you have this as an option.
Note: Multiple players can occupy the same
space.
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EXPLORING THE MANSION
ROOMS AND HALLWAYS

The vast hallways in the Cypress Mansion
are filled with Weapons and Assets for
players to pick up. On a player’s turn, they
may collect one card for each symbol being
passed over. If there is a symbol on a grid
space, passing over that same symbol more
than once (in one turn) does not allow you
to pick up multiple cards. The hallways also
connect the many rooms in the mansion.
There are multiple grid spaces in each room
except for the Vault and the Storage Rooms,
those rooms are one whole grid space. There
is an Inheritance symbol in each room
representing where to collect the room’s
Inheritance. Remember, the Inheritance card
must be turned face up for it to be collected.
DOORWAYS

Unlocked doors are colored green while
locked security doors are colored with red
and yellow stripes. Security doors can be
opened with a Scrap Keycard (one of the
Asset cards) or the Security Access Key,
which can be acquired by drawing the Event
card Secret Passage to the Vault or stolen
when you win a combat with another player
who already has this key.
Unlocked Door
Security Door

STORAGE ROOMS

There are two Storage Rooms located in the
back of the mansion. If you lose in combat
against a powerful enemy, you can be sent to
one of the two rooms to be detained. Do not
draw Event cards while detained.
If you are detained in a Storage Room,
don’t take an Event card before your roll. You
must roll a 4 or greater during your turn in
order to escape the Storage Room through
the striped black and white door. If you don’t
roll a 4 or greater, your turn is over. The
maximum consecutive number of times you
can be in a detainment room is two. If you
roll a 4 or greater, that unlocks the door. Roll
again to determine how many spaces to move
out of the room, and exit through the striped
black and white door. If you haven’t rolled
4 or greater by your third consecutive turn
in a detainment room, you will roll the die
and move your token out. Exit through the
striped black and white door.
You may only use a Lock Pick card, a
Scrap Keycard or a Security Access Key card
to leave a Storage Room. If you use a Scrap
Keycard or Security Access Key, simply roll
the die and proceed with your movement
through the red and yellow striped door.
If you use a Lock Pick to escape a Storage
Room, roll the die and proceed with your
movement through the striped black and
white door.

Storage Room Door
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HOW TO USE THE CARDS TO NAVIGATE THE MANSION
ASSET CARDS

Scattered around the game board are Asset
symbols. When you pass through or land on
an Asset symbol space, you draw an Asset
card. You can hold two Asset cards at one
time, but you can only pick up one Asset card
per turn, even if you pass over several Asset
symbols. Extra Asset cards must be discarded

at the end of your turn. Assets are kept face
down to hide them from other players. Asset
cards cannot be used in the same turn that
they are acquired. Assets are played at any
time during your turn unless the card tells
you otherwise. Discard Asset cards after one
use. Tip: The right combination of assets at
the right time can help you win the game.

Asset Name
How this Asset card will benefit you.
Effects of this Asset card.

SKILL CARDS

Skills are earned when you retrieve your
first Inheritance card from a room (stealing
one from another player does not count) or
when you get the Event card named Secret

Passage to the Vault. When all Inheritance
cards have been collected, any player who has
not already earned a Skill card gets one now.
Skills are kept face up in your inventory. Each
player can only have one Skill card at a time.

Skill Name
How this Skill card will benefit you
on each turn.
Manual
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REVEALING INHERITANCE LOCATION
WITH CLUE CARDS

Clue cards are found in the Event card
deck. These cards are collected and stored
in your inventory. If you collect three clues,
you can exchange them to reveal a new
Inheritance location. If all Inheritances have
already been revealed, discard any remaining
clue cards from your inventory.

SECURITY OVERRIDE KEY

The Security Override Key card contains
the secret location of each individual player’s
Security Override Key, showing the location
you need to navigate to before you can go to
the Finish space.
After you have collected the required
number of Inheritance cards, you will draw a
Security Override Key card. You may look at
the card and see the location of your Security
Override Key. This location must not be
revealed to any other players. You must move
your player token over the location shown
on your Security Override Key card. When
you cross over the space shown on your card,
you turn over the Security Override Key card
to reveal that you have successfully collected
your key. The Security Override Key card is
the only card in your inventory that cannot
be stolen.

CLASSIFIED PROTOTYPES

Classified Prototypes are unique and
powerful experimental items created by
Alfred Cypress. They are difficult to acquire
but rewarding to use. You have the option to
roll for it after moving over the icon or when
you move to the Vault. Once you pass over
the icon, you will have the option to roll for a
5 or 6 on the game die. You get two chances
to roll a 5 or 6. If you fail to roll a 5 or 6, your
current turn ends and you also lose your next
turn. Classified Prototype cards cannot be
used in the same turn that they are acquired
and must be used or discarded before you
draw a new one. These cards are hidden from
other players and discarded after one use.
The card may be played any time during your
turn.
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ALARM EVENT EXPLANATION

When the Alarm Event cards are played,
before moving the player tokens to the
Storage Room indicated on the card, ask all
players if they have a Cloak (Asset) card they
want to use to nullify its effects for them. If
you played the card on your turn and played
a Cloak (Asset) card to nullify its effects for
you, you can continue to your Movement
phase.

Cypress Legacy: The Board Game
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CYPRESS RESET

Every player receives a Cypress Reset card
at the beginning of the game. It can only
be played once and only on your turn. A
Cypress Reset card negates the effects of any
Event card for all players. You can’t play this
after the Event card has been played. If you
use your Cypress Reset card, you end your
turn and the card is discarded from your
inventory. This card can be stolen by other
players.

you can choose the new card or keep your
existing Weapon, Skill or Classified Prototype
card, discarding down to one of each type.
But if you fail to roll a 5 or 6 in 3 rolls, you
will end the turn and also lose your next
turn. The Vault is a room with a secure door
leading in and a green door through which
you can exit freely. You may only acquire
the Security Access Key in the Vault or by
taking from another player.
VONYA

SECRET PASSAGE TO THE VAULT

Secret Passage to the Vault is a Fortunate
Event card found in the Event deck. If you
draw this card from the Event deck, you can
choose to stay in your place to continue your
movement phase or move to the Vault. If
you choose the Vault, you can end your turn
directly or roll 3 times for a 5 or 6 to collect
these items (a Skill card, a Weapon card, the
Security Access Key card and a Classified
Prototype card) in the Vault. If another
player has the Security Access Key card, they
must give it to you. If you already have a
Weapon, Skill or Classified Prototype card,
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Vonya, the artificial intelligence (A.I.)
guarding the mansion, is an Enemy Event
card found in the Event deck. If Vonya is
drawn from the Event deck, it means the
rogue A.I. has caught you and is attempting
to restrain you. Vonya is extremely resilient
and difficult to defeat. If you manage to
successfully defeat her, you can move your
token to any grid space on the board. You
could also reveal a new Inheritance card
at the end of your turn. However, if Vonya
defeats you, she will capture you, put you in
East Storage Room, and force you to discard
a Skill card and the Security Access Key card.
Remember Vonya is not a Knight.

Cypress Legacy: The Board Game
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ALTERNATE WAYS TO PLAY
UNLOCKED MANSION

Remove the Security Override Key
cards from the game. To win the game, a
player must collect the required number of
Inheritance cards and then reach the Finish
space on the game board.
VARYING THE INHERITANCE

Modify the number of Inheritance cards
used in play and how many are needed
to win. Keep in mind that adding more
Inheritance cards will extend the length of
the game, while removing them will shorten
game time.
SIMPLE GAME

For an easier game, remove all the Skill and
Classified Prototype cards from the game.
This will allow for a more simplified style of
play.
ADDING DIFFICULTY

For a more difficult game, play the game
without using the Security Access Key card
and all of the Cypress Reset Cards. Removing
these cards will create more obstacles for
players to overcome.
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TIPS

Remember to collect a Skill card after
collecting your first Inheritance card. Even if
you have already collected a Skill card from
stealing one or drawing the Secret Passage
to the Vault card, you still collect a Skill card
after your first Inheritance card is collected.
Remember to turn over an Inheritance card
when you defeat an enemy with an (Reveal
a new Inheritance card if a victory.) on their
card.
Keep your Asset cards a secret from other
players. Assets are the key to giving you a
surprise advantage over others.
Remember to let all players see the
Classified Prototype cards before starting the
game, so they may understand their value.
Remember when either Alarm event cards
are played, before moving the player tokens
to the Storage Room indicated on the card,
ask all players if they have any cards they
wish to use that will nullify its effects for
them.
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